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VIDEO PHRASEOLOGY & COM ETIQUETTE
When you operate a camera, the director will use specific 
commands to communicate to you what they would like captured. 

Here are some examples:

pAn

Panning moves the camera horizontally left or right. The 
camera pivots, so when your hands move to the right, the 
subject moves toward the left and vice versa. 

tIlt

Tilting moves the camera up or down. The camera pivots so 
when your frame goes up, your hands go down. 

ZooM

Zooming in or out controls the lens to make the captured person or 
object appear closer or further away. 

push

Push means to zoom in.

pull

Pull means to zoom out.

reAdy 

Ready means your shot is next. You should slowly start your
movement and expect your shot to be taken soon after the cue is given. 
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tAke

Take indicates that your shot is live. Your tally light will come
on to indicate that your camera is on broadcast and/or the IMAG 
screens. 

cut

A cut is a quick change from one shot to another. Cut and take 
can be used interchangeably. 

dIssolVe/FADE

Dissolve is a transition that is a slow fade between two
shots. Sometimes, the word fade is used instead.

**Be sure your tally light is OFF before moving to another shot.**

stAndBy

Standby or hold means the director likes your shot, but it may not be
up next. Hold the shot until the director takes it. 

TALKING ON COM

Please do not talk on com during a service unless it is an emergency. 
When you talk on com, it can be very distracting to those attending the 
service. The noise canceling headsets can make it difficult to discern the 
volume of your own voice when you speak. 

The director will generally ask you yes or no questions. You can respond 
by tilting your camera up and down to answer yes or panning left and 
right for no. 
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FRAMING
The video director uses several terms to indicate the type of shot 
he or she would like to select. Here are some examples:

tIGht

Tight means zoomed in and tight on the subject. You may have a great
shot and your director says to “tighten up a little bit.” This means
to zoom in a little more than you are already. 

24

WIde

Wide means zoomed out further away from the subject.

If your director says to widen/loosen up the shot, zoom out slightly.
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FULL WIDE OR STAGE WIDE

Full wide or stage wide means to zoom out and show the
entity of what your camera is capable of showing without showing 
IMAG screens.

heAd to toe

If a director calls for a head to toe, fill the frame vertically all the
way from the head to the toe, leaving a little bit of space above and 
below the subject your are shooting. 
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kneeS

A knees shot indicates that the bottom of the frame of your shot starts at
the subject’s knees and the top of the frame is at the top of the head. 

WAIst hIGh

A waist high shot keeps the bottom of the frame at the
subject’s waist and the top of the frame at the top of their head.

A static shot indicates no movement at all except for what is needed to
keep the subject in the frame. 

StATIC ShOT
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TIGHT FOLLOW

During speaking, you may hear the director refer to the main speaker 
shot as the tight follow. This shot is tight (usually waist high) 
and follows the speaker as they move. 

2 shot

Although you typically frame one subject at a time, the director 
may ask for a 2 shot. This means to frame two people in the same shot.
It is common to start with a two shot and then zoom in on one subject.

3 shot

A 3 shot means to frame 3 people in the shot.
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RACK OUT

Rack out means to roll your focus wheel clockwise causing your shot to 
intentionally go out of focus. This is used to transition from 
one shot to another. It is best to only rack out if the director 
calls for it. Wait for the director's cue as the timing is critical. 

check focus

If your director says to check focus, zoom in as tight as you can on 
the face of your subject and make sure the shot is focused. Then, 
return to the original framing.

reset

Reset means the director likes your shot but the timing is not
quite right. Simply go back to the beginning of your shot, resetting it 
so the director can use it soon.

folloW

Follow means to keep the subject centered by panning left or right as
the subject moves. 
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Too much 
headroom

Too little 
headroom

Proper 
headroom

Headroom refers to the amount of space above a subject's head.
Use the images below as a reference for proper headroom. The same 
amount of headroom must be maintained as you zoom in or out. A 
subject may raise their hands during worship or while praying, but you do 
not need include the hands in your shot unless you are asked to by the 
director. 

HEADROOM
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leAd rooM or look spAce 

Lead room/Look space are general terms to ensure you give
the subject a little more space in the frame in the direction they are 
moving or looking.

Remember to always give your subject appropriate lead room or 
look space to keep your shot looking professional.

Insufficient look 
space appears as if 
the subject is going 
into a wall and can 
be a distraction.

Too much look space 
is also a distraction 
as it looks like the 
subject is being cut 

off on one side.

Proper look space 
balances out the 

frame.
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